Spermatogonial multiplication in the Chinese hamster. IV. Search for long cycling stem cells.
In the Chinese hamster, 17 days, i.e. one cycle of the seminiferous epithelium, after two injections of [3H]TdR given 24 hr apart, labelled cells were found among all types of spermatogonia, including stem cells (As). These labelled As spermatogonia derive from one or more self-renewing divisions of the stem cells that originally incorporated [3H]TdR. In the steady state, half of the divisions of the As will be self-renewing and the other half will give rise to Apr spermatogonia that will ultimately become spermatozoa. Theoretically, the labelling index (LI) after 17 days will be similar to that after 1 hr, and in this study twice as high as for the 1-hr interval since only one injection was given. However, experimental values only half that of the theoretical LI were found after 17 days. The following causes for the loss of labelled stem cells are discussed: (1) dilution of label because of division; (2) influx of unlabelled components of false pairs (i.e. newborn stem cells that still have to migrate away, mostly during G1, from their sister cells and are scored as Apr spermatogonia) between 1 hr and 17 days; (3) the existence of long- and short-cycling stem cells, probably combined with preferential differentiation of the short-cycling elements; (4) selective segregation of DNA at stem cell mitosis; and (5) irradiation death of radiosensitive labelled stem cells. As it is not impossible that factors 1, 2, 4 and 5 together account for the total loss of labelled stem cells, LI results do not provide evidence for the existence of separate classes of short- and long-cycling stem cells. The distributions of the LIs of the As, Apr and Aal spermatogonia over the stages of the epithelial cycle at 17 days are similar to those at 1 hr after injection. Hence the regulatory mechanisms that govern the stimulation and inhibition of proliferation of As that give rise to new As for the next epithelial cycle are similar to those of the As that will divide into Apr spermatogonia during the same epithelial cycle. Grain counts revealed that more [3H]TdR is incorporated into As, Apr and Aal spermatogonia that are in S phase during epithelial stages X-IV than in stages V-IX.